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The Cavity Protection System
for the Panasonic Compact Range
of commercial microwave ovens

CAVITY PROTECTION
SYSTEMS LIMITED

Make your kitchen more efficient
and extend the life of your
								 microwave

Cavity Protection Systems have invented a
unique commercial microwave oven liner.
The Cavity Protection System offers significant
commercial and operational advantages.

It is an easily removable and replaceable rigid
TPX liner for the PANASONIC compact range
of heavy duty commercial microwave ovens.
The liner can be removed, cleaned and
replaced in the oven, keeping the cavity clean
and avoiding costly repairs and down time.

Hygienic

Keeps the cavity of the compact range of heavy
duty Panasonic commercial microwave ovens
spotlessly clean and looked after. A hygienic ‘must’.
If spattering of food occurs, it leaves food particles
on the roof liner, base and cavity which usually
drip down on to the next dish, it can even cause
expensive damage to the roof or base.

Easy to clean

All the operator has to do is to take the cavity
liner out, give it a quick rinse and dry, then
replace it back into the oven, keeping it clean
and hygienic.

At the end of each session, just wash with a
little washing up liquid and warm water, spray
rinse and leave to dry. It can also be placed in
a non caustic dishwasher.

It can save you money

the price of our liner is less than
					 the cost of one repair...
Avoid down time

The Liner protects the entire microwave cavity from grease
and food particles which - if left- can cause serious or even
un-repairable damage to the oven.
Lack of the correct cleaning procedures can lead to
malfunctioning (normally during the busiest periods) and is
mostly due to ceiling plates sparking or base plates breaking
rendering the oven un-usable. The Cavity Protection System
helps to avoid this.

Avoid costly repairs

Food particles left on ceiling plates, base plates and light lens
can cause serious damage to the interior of a microwave as
they carbonise, cinder and then arc. A Cavity Protection Liner
in the oven will alleviate these problems.

Value for money

The cost of just one repair could pay for a Cavity Protection Liner
and in the future could save hundreds of pounds in repairs.

Typical faults that occur include:

Don’t take our
word for it...
Dean Snee, Former Head of Food for the
Orchid Pub Group says:
“Since the Cavity Protection System first came
onto the market, it has been a ‘must’ that
every new microwave within my kitchens,
had a liner fitted.”
The Orchid Group is made up of
290 pubs and restaurants.
“The cost saving alone makes it a great low
cost investment, helping to ensure ‘no down
time’ through broken base plates or roof
liners burning, no high repair costs and no
lost sales, just maximum production. Our
chefs have found it easy and simple to clean
and saves us money every day – it works hard
in our kitchens and just keeps performing,
saving our chef’s time, energy and money”
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CEILING PLATE DAMAGED DUE TO
FOOD PARTICLES NOT REMOVED

BASE PLATE CRACKED AND SEALS
DAMAGED BY GREASE PENETRATION

List of our distinguished users include:
Queen Alexandra Hospital-Portsmouth, 3663 Food Service Ltd, Bunzl Lockhart, Prezzo, 3D Entertainment,
Paramount Group Ltd. Nestle PLC, The Orchid Group, Hard Rock Cafe-London, RH Hall, Berkeley Projects,
The Bay Restaurant Group, Hops Pub Co, Ha Ha, La Tasca Restaurants, MCS (Ireland), plus many independent brewery
groups, restaurants and hotels. The Cavity Liner is now being specified in many new and major refurbishment projects.

Runners-up in the ‘Innovention of the Year’ awards
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